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CHA.PTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLID1 
The purpose of this study is to: 
(1) administer a previously constructed 
instrument designed to measure the 
interests of intermediate grade children 
(2) analyze the data in order to ascertain 
the effect of the pupil's sex, intelligence 
and reading ability on the test results 
(3) determine whether the previously designed 
instrument performs the job it was 
constructed to do. 
Educators have long known t hat motivation is important 
l n the l earning situation.. One of the most widely used 
techniqnes in project work or unit assignments is the 
employmet'1.t of out-of-school inter ests and the capitalization 
on these i nterests as a point of departure for the project 
or e.ssignment. According to Cronbachl.. 
Whene~er activities can be planned to 
engage the interests of the pupils, participation 
1 Lee J. Cronbach, Educational Psychology, (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1954), p. 167. 
becomes more spontaneous and energetic. Lessons 
which are drudgery under one teacher become 
labors of love under another who ties them closely 
to the pupil's interests. .Motivation of individual 
pupils is ordinarily greater if t opics for 
individual study or study ~y committees are 
connected to their interests. 
In addition these interests serve as a means for the devel-
opment of project centers and as a guide to supplementary 
reading assignments. 
The main problem has long been how to determine these 
interests since they vary so vridely from child to child 
and within the child from time to time. 
Many techni ques have been and are used. Most commonly 
the dire ·~t question or questionnaire is employed. However 
1 
Cronbach - says : " Interests can rarely be determined by a 
direct question •••..•.•• insight must be gained by an 
indirect approach." 
Sophisticated techniques have been used. At the 
present time, some teich~rs use: 
(1) anecdotal records 
(2) records of activity choices during free 
time 
(3) evaluation of book withdrawl s from the 
library 
(4) talk casually with individuals in small 
groups 
1 Ibid • , p • 2 o • 
2 
(5) ask the children to collect pictures 
that appeal to them 
(6) talk to parents and friends to find out 
1 
how the child spends his free time. 
All of these techniques tend to be cumbersome , time consum-
ing , and rather inaccurate . 
Thus it is the hope of this study to aid in the 
refinement of the instrument used in order that a more use-
ful tool may be developed . 
1 The · Course of Studp for Florida Elementary Schools, 
Grades I-6 , Tallahassee, lorida , State Department of 
Education, 1933, p. 13 . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Interest might be defined as an activity which has 
the power to excite one's feelings, the feeling of wanting 
or showing curiosity toward a given idea, object or 
subject. These are usually things to which a person 
responds with feelings of pleasure or satisfaction when he 
is observing or thinking about them. 
Interests have been of concern to teachers since the 
seventeenth century , when Comenius pointed out the need 
for making subject matter interesting to the pupils . In 
the latter nineteenth century BenAt began making systematic 
studies of children's interests. This was later taken up 
in the United States by Sims . 
The general attempt to establish object ive and 
reliable measures of interest did not get under way until 
the decade 1920- 1930. The preceeding decade had witnessed 
the development of the first effective measures of 
ability, especially in the form of intelligence tests 
suitable for group administration . These devices saw 
wide use in World War I; thereafter they were widely 
introduced into school systems and into industry. Research 
soon confirmed the common-sense impression that tests of 
ability alone would give only moderately high predictions 
of success for many occupations. This conclusion set the 
stage for attempts to develop tests or scales to measure 
various aspects of the will-to-do, including the measure~ 
1 
ment of interests. 
Recent research studies dealing with motivation have 
given considerable attention to the influence of interests, 
2 likes, and preferences . In addition to individual 
differences in mental abilities and achievements in a 
group of' pupils , individual differences in interests are 
also evident . 3 Because the interests of pupils are a 
vital f &ctor in their motivation, efforts to identify these 
interests and deal \vi th them in the teaching-learning 
process are extremely important. 
The experienced teacher knows interest plays an 
important part in the personal - social adjustment of 
children.4 The boy who likes sciences and has books 
1 Colliers ' Encyclopedia , ·Volume·lO, (hew York: The 
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., 1961), p. 312. 
2 Edward W. Smith , St anley Vi . Krouse ,Jr., and Mark M. 
Atkinson, The Educator ' s Enc~clopedia1 (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1 61), P• 433. 
3 Ibid., P• 433. 
4 J. Stanley Ahmann and Marvin D. Glock'· Evaluating 
Pupil Growth, ( Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc ., 1959), p. 45$. 
5 
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available in this area will read , thus gaining basic read-
ing skills . The skillful teacher who involves his students 
in pro j ects which they find interesting will develop more 
readily than if they are forced t o do work \'Vhich they do 
not find interesting. 0~ as Arbuckle1 points out: "The 
elementary teacher, then should be concerned with the 
interests of the children because their ~erformance in any 
task is going to be affected by their interest in it. " 
On the other hand, "One cannot succeed with just 
interest and nothing else. This is just as certain as the 
f act that one will not succeed with everythi ng but interest. " 
It becomes evident that other factors such a s knm'lledge , 
incentive, and desire are necessary f or success. 
The f act that children do not show a certain interest 
is , of course , no sign that they could not acquire it.3 
In many cases interest has not been aroused merely because 
of a lack of maturity in the student. In other cases a 
lack of int elligence limits the interest levels of the 
student* It is evident that there is a relat ionship 
1 Dugald s. Arbuckle, Guidance and Counseling in the 
Classroom, (Boston: Allyn and Bacon , Inc., 1957), p. 288. 
2 Ibid., p. 288 . 
3 Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J . Tasch, Children's 
Interests and vfuat The Su est for Education, {New York: 
eachers College, niversity, 1949 , p. 63 . 
between intelligence, interest s and aptitudes and all 
three of these are tied together affec ting the achievement 
of the student. 
" Interests fluctuate, change , and vary widely from 
child to child, and only in rare cases does the child 
retain t hese interests over a period of time.n1 Some 
children maintain a definite artistic, musical , or 
sc ientific interest but the- specific area within these 
broad limitations will change. A youngster who is today 
interested in collecting and mounting butterflies, may in 
a short while be well read on the stars and as:. ronomy. · 
Other children skip from one interest to another in 
rapid succession that ~eems to lack all continuity . 
Children's interests vary widely according to grade, 
2 
age, sex, and intelligence. Stephens points out: 
Prior to school age there is a 
steady increase in the number of interests 
••••.•••.• Toward the end of elementary 
school interests become more specialized . 
Jenkins, Schacter and Bauer3 discuss the interests 
1 Arbuckle, 2£• cit., p. 287. 
2 J .M. Stephens, ~E~d~u~c~a~t~i~o~n~a~l=-~P~s~~~~~~T~h~e-· ~S~t~u~d~~o~f 
Educational Growth, {New York: Henry Co., 1951 , 
p. 574. 
3 Gladys S. Jenkins, Helen Schacter, and William vi. 
Bauer , These are Your Ch~ldren,(New York: Scott-Foresman 
and Co., 1949) 1 pp. 82-86, 98-99, 118. 
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of children. Girls of eight years of age enjoy and engage 
in simple activities. involving sewing and weaving , while 
boys of the same age actively indulge in baseball, soccer, 
and other organized games. They use erector sets, chemistry 
outfits, models of airplanes trains, and boats , often 
with good effects. At this age dramatics in play are very 
strong. Both sexes are constantly collecting things from 
bottletops and playing cards to bugs, stamps , and fanciful 
stories . 
At nine. years of age the children's interests are 
closer to ten or twelve year olds than to seven or eight 
year olds . This is especially true among girls , a few 
of whom may be nearing puberty. At thi s age they become 
interested in skills and techniques. The children need to 
develop skills that other children appreciate and admire. 
The boy of nine shows a growing awareness and interest, 
not only in his own environment, but also in his community, 
his country , and even in other countries. This indicates 
an advance in his maturation . Some of the more mature 
interestt3 of the eight year olds continue-- dramatics , 
games , e ectricity, sciences, and hobbies. 
As children approach ten years of age and adolescence, 
some are approaching puberty and develop different 
interests from those who mature later. Jersild1 states 
l Jersild, ££• cit ., p . 65 . 
that "there are certain age trends , more or less in 
keeping vfi th what the children like best outside of school . n 
Age increase brings about with it an interest in social 
activities , belonging to or participating in the work of 
organizations, such as the Scouts , and going to parties, 
dances and the like. Interest in the mention of matters 
pertaining to self-improvement and vocational preparations 
becomes apparent. Mention of intellectual a ctivities, 
notably reading and going to the library, increases, 
although the total number of children who mentioned a 
liking f or such activities is not large .at any grade level . 
Differences in the pastimes preferred by boys and 
those preferred by girls are indicated by the boys' strong 
interest in pastimes involving motor activity , in which 
the boys usually excel, while the girls prefer pastimes 
1 
of a more social nature. 
Fryer2 has done a great deal of research on the 
effect of the parent's occupation on children's interest. 
He f eels that it has a slight influence unless it actually 
has a negative value. 
It would seem, however, that occupation of the 
parents is the determining factor in the economic standard 
1 Douglas Fryer, The Measurement of Interests, (New 
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1931) , p. 211. 
2 Tbid., p. 168. 
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of the home and the selection of the community in which 
they live. 
Stephens1 points out: n That there is much indirect 
evidence that the co~nunity has a great influence on 
personality and social development." 
Davis and Taylor2 point ·out that environmental 
influences may in some instances be more potent than sex 
in determining the extent of collecting interests. 
Thus through the literature cited the writer has 
tried to show the interweaving of the many complex facets 
which contribute to the personality of the whole child. 
We know that interests change and that the important 
topics of today might probably be the unimportant ideas of 
tomorrow, but that if we can capitalize on these ideas 
for the moment the classroom situation will be more 
enjoyable and the learning more complete. 
1 J.M. Stephens , £E• cit., p. 574. 
2 Robert A. Davis and Hazel E. Taylor, "Significance 
of Research on Interests for the Classroom -Teacher , " · 
Educational Supervision and Administration , (September , 
1943), p. 366. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Cronbach1 says: 
Interests can rarely be determined 
by a direct question ••••••••• Therefore, 
interest tests seek reaction to a mixed 
test of activities , some apparently 
remote from the interest under discussion. 
By such indirect approaches, insight into 
true interests is obtained . 
The materials used in this study came from a word 
association test developed by a group of Boston University 
students. 2 It is the object of this test to measure 
indirectly the interests of students, the rationale being, 
that the more knowledge a child has about a given area or 
subject the more interest the child has in the subject. 
ThE! test v~as constructed using the 245 most reliable 
words from the 452 reliable and unambiguous vvords that the 
o~iginal study produced. 
1 Lee J. Cronbach, Essentia ls of Psychological 
Testing, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949), p. 20. 
2 Joel M. vlolfsen and others, The Construction and 
Evaluation of a Word Association Test for Intermediate 
Grades; (unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University , 
Boston , 1954) . · 
===~========================~-=-=-=-~-~-==-~~~============·-==================t.========= - -
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The instrument was designed in seven groups of five 
key words and thirty-five stimulus words each. Each of 
these key words represented an activity distributed in the 
general areas of: recreation , vocation , science, aesthetic, 
and practical arts as f ollows: 
Recreation 
Basketball 
Camping 
Tennis 
Stamp Collecting 
Fishing 
Archery 
Swimming 
Skiing 
Football 
Hockey 
Horseback Riding 
Sailing 
Baseball 
Science 
Astronomy 
Nature 
Electricity 
Chemistry 
IVIe<:li cine 
Vocation 
Farming 
Airplanes 
Railroading 
Carpentry 
Automobile 
Painting 
Government 
Lumbering 
Photography 
Aesthetic 
Dancing 
Art 
Dramatics 
Music 
Practical Arts 
Printing 
Metal 
Cooking 
Sewing 
Under each set of five key words were thirty-five 
stimulus words which related to the key words . Under 
each of these words were nwnbers one to five, each number 
enclosed in a parentheses. The child was asked to mark 
the number in the parentheses which corresponded to the 
number of the correct key word. 
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Illustrated below are five key words and two rows of 
stimulus words as they appeared in the study. 
1 Basketball 2 Dancing 3 Printing 4 Farming 5 Astronomy 
practice barre 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
charging 
(1} (2) (3) (4) (5) 
crop rotation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
galaxy 
{1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
backboard 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
waltz 
(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) 
After the initial selection and design was arrived 
at , the test was reproduced by a liquid duplicating 
process . 
The test was distributed to a representative sixth 
grade class in five communities.. The communities \'Jere 
selected for certain socio-economic and geographical 
reasons. The following is a description of each town. 
TO\'lN A: An industrial community of about 
35,000 people outside of a metropolitan area. lfust of 
these people live and work in this community. l':iost of the 
industry is of a small technical nature such as electronics 
equipment and book publishing. 
TO\IJN B: A town suburban to a large textile 
manufacturing city of about 50,000 people. Most of these 
people work in the city and commute from this to\'m. 
13 
TO\i.N C: A town of about 8,000 people twenty 
miles from a large metropolitan area. Decidedly a high 
socio-economic community of professional and managerial 
people. Most of these people work in the metropolitan 
area. 
TOVVN D: A large industrial city of about 
45,000. The city is divided into two sections, one being 
industrial and the other residential. The school sampled 
being in the residential section and comprised of 
children from both labor and management families. 
TOWNE: A farming community of about 2,000 
persons located some fifty miles from a large city. I·.riost 
of these students work on the family oltmed farm. The 
living · s steady but very moderate. 
ThB homeroom teacher administered the test in his 
homeroom according to the printed instructions sent with 
the test. Immediately following the test the teacher 
put the child's I. Q. and reading grade placement score 
in the designated spaces. 
Correction of the test was accomplished by a punched 
key being fitted over the test sheet. Any incorrect 
responses were marked. The total number of incorrect 
answers vvere subtracted from the number of possible 
14 
correct answers thus giving a total number of correct 
answers for the entire test. 
This information along with the child ' s sex, I . Q. , 
and reading grade placement score were put on master 
sheets. 
15 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the results 
of a word association test, which was constructed to 
measure childrents interest, in terms of sex, reading 
ability, intelligence, and the type of cQinmunity in which 
the test wRs administered. It is hoped that some factor 
or factors will be found which tend to affect the range 
of jntArests in children. 
The test was administered to 67 girls and 84 boys 
from fi~re communities. The test results from one girl 
and six boys were discarded because they completed so 
11ttle of the test, therefore, the data of only 66 girls 
and 78 boys were finally analyzed,. Table I shows the 
distribution of the population tested. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION TESTED 
Town Boys Girls Totals 
A 15' 18 33 
B 18 9 27 
c 14 11 25' 
D 15' 16 31 
E 16 12 28 
78 66 __  144 
-·- -----
In Table I we find the dis t ribution of our sample 
fl0pulat :i on. The largest group contains thirty-three 
studf!:!nts while the smallest class has twenty-five. In 
~own B we find eighteen boys to nine girls just twice 
as many boys as girls. Town D has almost equal number of 
. boys and girls. On the totals we find that the boys 
outnumber the ~irls by twelve. 
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TABLE II 
COT,WARISON OF I"1EANS FOR BOYS AND GihLS 
ON THE TOTAL TEST RESPONSES 
Town Girls Boys 
A 161.05 170.40 
B 170.85 139.38 
c 184.72 198.27 
D 161 .75 151.66 
E 135.81 120.90 
Average 160.56 152.46 
This table shows that the town having the greatest 
difference between the mean for the boys and girls is 
Tmm B vri th a difference of 31.4 7. The smallest difference 
between the means is found in Town A where the difference 
is 9. 35 It should be noted that the difference 
between the average means is only 8.10 in favor of the 
girls. 
18 
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Critical Ratios were figured from a difference of 
means using the following formulas : 
CR = 
Any critical ratio greater than 3.00 was considered 
signifieant, between 2.57 and 3.00 significant at the 
l o-b level and between 1.96 and 2.56 significant at the I 
5% level .. Anything less than 1.96 was held to be 
nonsign "ficant. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF THE CRITICAL RATIO FOR 
BOYS AND GIHLS I!'! TOWN B 
S.E. 
Mean s .D. S.E . Diff Diff C. R. 
Girls 170 . 85 28 . 50 10.10 
31 . 47 17 . 80 1 . 76 
Boys 139.38 60 . 59 14 . 70 
Table III shows that the critical ratio between the 
boys and the girls in To"'m B is 1 . 76 . This difference 
is not signifi cant . 
Since Tmm B has the greatest difference in the mean 
and this is not a statistically significant difference , 
it can oe assumed that means with lesser differences ~~11 
not be statistically significant either. 
Therefore , there is no statistically signifi cant 
difference in the total test score between boys and girls 
or the average mean scores between the boys and girls . 
From this point the analysis shall consider only the 
means for both boys and girls together . 
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TABLE IV 
ME ~"'\TS BY T0\11/NS FOR BO TH BOYS 
A~ID GIRLS TOGETHER 
Town Mean 
A 165.30 
B 148.66 
c 192.32 
D 156.87 
E 132 .. 60 
Town C with 192.32 has the highest mean while Town 
E with 132.60 has the lowest mean, nearly 59 points 
below Town c. 
Town 
c 
A 
c 
D 
c 
B 
c 
E 
TABLL!; V 
COivTP ARISON OF IJJEANS 
Mean 
192.3 2 
165.30 
192.32 
156.87 
192.32 
148.66 
192.32 
132 .60 
S.D .. 
13. 85 
12.71 
13.85 
12.52 
13.85 
12.19 
13.85 
11.51 
S.E. 
2.77 
2 . 21 
2.77 
2.25 
2 .77 
2.35 
2.77 
2. 18 
BY Tm'JNS 
S . E. 
Diff Diff C. R. 
27.02 3.54 7.66 
9.95 
43.66 3 .63 12.02 
59 .. 70 3.51 17.00 
Here we find, as we might have expected, the greatest 
significant difference came between the to'!fm having the 
highest mean , Tot~ C, and the town having the lowest mean, 
Town E. The critical ratio is 17.00 which is significa.nt. 
The smallest difference came betlveen Town C and Tmvn 
A. Here the critical ratio of 7.66 also is significant. 
Therefore, there must be some reason that the results of 
this test vary so greatly from one to another in 
22 
different towns. 
Two avenues of explanation have been explored for 
this di f ference , first , intelligence , and second , reading 
ability. A third avenue , the community itself , could be 
an important factor , but because of the limitations of the 
study , its importance can only be speculated on at this 
time. 
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TABLE VI 
RANGE OF I. Q. SCORES FOR ALL TO\rlNS 
I. Q. Boys Girls 
89 and below 6 0 
90 - 110 40 31 
111 and above 29 35 
No score given 3 3 
78 66 
Table VI shows an analysis of the I. Q. scores a s they 
were supplied by the administering teachers. 
24 
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T;\BLE VII 
CRITICAL RATIO CF I. Q. SCO .ES 
I. Q. Ranges Mean S .D. S.E. 
89 and below 107. 83 43 . 54 19. 52 
90 "" 110 144 . 45 38 . 64 4. 55 
89 and below 107.83 43 . 54 19. 52 
111 and above 181. 61 37 . 64 .4 . 74 
90 - llG 144. 45 · 38 . 64 4. 55 
111 and above 181 . 61 37 . 64 4. 74 
Diff 
36 . 62 
73 .. 78 
37 . 16 
S.E. 
Diff C. R. 
20 . 04 1 . 82 
20 .. 08 3. 67 
20 . 09 1.84 
Table VI I shows that there is no significant difference 
between the average s cores of those with a low I, Q. and 
those with an average I . Q. . There is a significant 
difference , however , between the lower and upper ranges of 
the scale . 
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TABLE VI I I . 
RANGE AND DISTRIBUTION FOR BUYS 
AND GIRLS I N HEADING 
Reading Grade Equivalent Number 
6.4 and below 
6.5 - 7.4 
7.5 a.nd above 
of Pupils 
45 
37 
59 
The explanation seems to lie in part i n the reading 
grade placement scores. Table VIII shows the range of 
distribution for boys and girls in reading. 
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TABLE IX 
CRITICAL RATI O OF READ I NG SCORES 
heading Grade 
Equivalent 
6 . 4 an belO\.Y 
6 . 5 - 7.4 
6.4 and below 
7.5 and above 
6 .5 - 7 .. 4 
7 . 5 and above 
Mean S.D. 
111 . 88 36 . 84 
155.62 23.62 
111 . 88 36.84 
180.76 29.61 
155 . 62 23 . 62 
180.76 29 . 61 
S.E. 
5 . 76 
l~--09 
5. 76 
7.61 
4.09 
7.61 
Diff 
43.74 
68.88 
25.14 
S. E. 
Diff c. 
7.06 6 . 19 
9. 55 7.21 
8 . 63 1 . 02 
Table IX shows the critical ratio of belmv grade level 
readers to average grade level reader s and the below grade 
level to above grade level readers. Below grade level 
readers are considered as any student not reading up to a 
6.5 level on the standardized test score . verage readers 
are considered as students reading bet;,v-een 6 . 5 and 7.4 
on the standardized test scores. Anyone reading 7.5 or 
above was considered as an advanced or an ab ove grade 
level reader . 
From these figures we can see tha t the biggest 
difference comes from the below gr ade level to average 
27 
grade level readers, a significant critical ratio of 6.19. 
On the other hand, a critical ratio of 1 . 02, which is not 
signi fi cant, is found between average and above average 
readers. 
These facts tend to indicate t hat reading ability is 
an i mportant factor in determining the breadth of a 
student 1 s interests. It would therefore appear that the 
town having the smallest percentage of below average 
readers would have the best mean score. 
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TABLE X 
RANGE OF READING GRADE SCORES AND PERCE ~T G~S OF 
ABOVE AVERAGE, AVEHAGE, AND BELOW VERAGE READERS 
BY TOVI/NS 
r,Jumber 7.5 and 6 . 4 and No 
above 6.5-7.4 below Data of 
Town Students No. % No. o;; No. % No. % I 
A 33 11 33 10 30 12 36 
.lj 27 10 37 8 29 9 33 
-
c 25 18 72 5 20 2 8 
D 31 9 29 10 33 12 38 
E 28 13 46 4 14 9 33 2 7 
Her e we can see that Town C has the smallest percentage 
of below grade level readers - 8%. This table also shows 
that Town C has the largest percent of above grade 1eve.1 
readers with 72%. 
vhile this fact holds true in Town C it does not hold 
true in the other towns . This could be a result of t he 
si ze of our sample not giving us enough subjects to wake 
a clear pattern. 
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A third avenue of investigation arose a s this study 
progresses, that of the community itself. As Davis and 
1 Taylor point out nenvironmental influences shaping and 
developing interests are extraordinary . " And in the same 
tone Schwesinger2 reports: 
Social experience is evidently so largely 
incorporated in our general experience that it is 
almost impossible to · separate it out as a special 
field. l'Jevertheless, although social experience 
enters · into the lives of practically all human 
beings, · in the case of t hose for wh om social-
cultural training has been emphasized , there is 
found to be an increased ability in verbal 
experience , which ability is not attributable to 
intelligence alone. 
I t is quite possible then, that communities themselves 
have affected the results gained. This factor , however, 
was not studied, and its relative importance can only be 
specula ted on at this time. 
1 I1avis and Taylor, 2£• cit., p. 359. 
2 Gladys·C. Schwesinger, The Social-Ethical Signif icanee 
of Vocabulary , (New York: Teachers College, Col umbia 
University , 1926), p.9 . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUli.ffv1ARY 1- ND C NCLUSI ONS 
The purpose of this study wa s to administer a v.rord 
associat,ion test to sixth grades in each of five towns and 
to analyze the data thus gained according to sex, reading 
ability , and intelligence. 
The tests were administered by the regular classroom 
teachers and scored by the number of total correct 
responses on the test. kean scores were computed for sex, 
reading ability, and intelligence. Comparisons were made 
from these means by statistical process to determine 
critical ratios . 
~ he conclusions thus gained are as follows: 
{1) Sex has little to do with the range 
of interests according to this test. 
(2) There was significant difference 
in scores when controlled from . the point of intelligence ,. 
The greatest differ ence appeared between slow and average 
children. 
(3) Reading ability scores, as supplied 
by the administering t eacher, produced the enlightening 
results. Here it was found that there v1as a tremendous 
difference between below level to average readers, and 
average readers to superior readers. Average and superoir 
readers did very much better than did below average 
readers . 
(4 ) It -w-as hoped that concrete 
informat.ion could be gained on the effect of the community 
itself, however, at this time , ~ve can only speculate. 
Since Town C showed the highest results, -vve can say that 
suburban towns do best . We must concede , however, that 
suburban towns tend to have a higher socio-economic 
class of people . This type of family also tends to expose 
their children to more interest areas . 
SUGGEST ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH : 
(1) It would be profitable to study 
the interest levels of children in several towns controlling 
for socio- economic factors . 
(2) Administer this test to other 
grade levels and see if the results thus gained would be 
similar to the results of this study ~ 
(3) To study interests in relation to 
the various hobbies of children . 
(4) To administer this test to several 
socio-economically similar towns to see if the data thus 
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gained would be the same in all tovms . 
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APPENDIX A 
:~===-=-=-=======-~~~~.~=-=-~=-============================#======= 
•• 
A i1JORD ASSOCIATION TEST 
TEACHER t S l-lAlTUAL 
IllT::\ODUC~?ION -: The pur·pose of the tford Association Test is to 
discover· the knm-J- age a pupil has of a ctivi ties outside of the 
schoo __ environment o 11J:le r·esu lts may be used as (1 . a tool :for 
de t ePmin :'Lng ~.n individual pupil ~ s strong interests or (2 , s.n 
instrument to determine the areas of interest on a class levelo 
';LTh:ts 1:mm·rledge s s ince it deals v.ri th extra-curricular material, 
wou ' d not be easil y available to a classroom teacher without 
s ·uc h an inst:Pumento 
The test consists of five pages and is divided into seven 
sect;J_ons <> Each section has a box c ontain i ng five varieo_ act l vi ty 
areas m_,_t;side of t he classroom that a pupil may be interes t ed in e. 
Below each bo·-_ are th:trty-flve words ., Each '(,mrd is talcen. ±'rom the 
s:?ecifie -·.rocalmlary used in one of t he activities listed in the box o 
DIREC~L'IOFS FOTI ADHrTISTETIDJG T1-m TJ:i~ST : , The teaeher should see 
that all desks :_:~_re clear ed and that each pupil h a s two sharp 
pen cils· and o1•e.sers o There should be an extra supply of pencils 
on hand . . 
/m. enrer~rclay classroom situat:i,on should be establisb.edo The 
test s hould be pl.anp_ed at a tilne when an urlinterl .. upted hour vrlll 
be avail8.ble ,. 
The tea.:her should expl a:i.n the direftions carefully to make 
su.:r' _. that the pupils un.ders tand h ovr they are to mark their answers ~ 
fJ,j'lY questions the pup ils may ask about the explsnation should be 
ru1s·wered"' IIm·.rever , the t e~).cher should n ot give help on specif'ic 
tf?s t question~ o 
After t he t est has star ted9 the teacher should walk quietly 
Ett'ouncl t he r oom to see that the pupils are follouing directions~ 
·vJhen necessary,, she sb.ou ld explain f.'ur·ther to those who need i t o 
I n order· to find out the true picture of' each pupil ! s · · 
intere sts .~> pupils must do the itmrk individually without help f.'rom 
anyoneo 
hihen all but t"m or th:t .. ee pupils have finished the test 1 
col 1ect themo 
SPECIFIC DIRI:C'l1IO"HS ~ To ac1.rainister the test .,. say t o the pupil s £ 
11I run going to give each of you a booklet that you 1:lill :f'inc~ 
ib:ceres ·t ing to doo I ~vill pu-G them on your desks face downo Do n ot 
t v.rn them over• until I tell you to do soo tt. 
Pass out the est booklets o 'lb.en say 5 "Let ts l"ead the 
d irections tog ethe .. o You may not-1 turn yout" booklet mrer., n 
, , Read the directions pr o1rided on the front of the t est booklet , . 
.Lhere may be s "'veral questions about Father 1 s a.nd Hot.'lJ.er !s 
occnpations o ·Hake descri.ptions as b:r>:i.e:r· as poss ible o If the motheP 
doeE not ~rork ~ . . _the pupil may put ~ ££me o If the pupil live s with 
sc:xnEone o·ch81" ·chan the paren ts, the guardian's occupation is 
x·e C:i_-c~e s ted<;' 
I:n doing ·[~he sample ~ tt.e teacher should read the 1vOl"d.7 t h en ask 
:for a volunte m:> to c;lv e the c orrect nUJ.'nber.-.. The firs t tHo vro~"' ds 
ar·s done to s::wt.v the marking procedu.reo Have the childre n. :fill in 
t h .:: spaces in 0he so.rnple ., Emph a size the fact that it is not 
expe cted of the pupil ·co knm'll' all the vwPds in eo.ch sGct:ton¢ 
• 
• 
·w:o.sn th•,:; pup:t.ls b.ave co;:nple-Ged the tent samples begi n the 
t est.. \Vhen one section is completed~ the pupil is to continue 
on with the nexto 
When all but two or three pupils have completed the test$ 
collect all the test booklets 
NOTE: SA11PLE KE'.f 
.. ---~ 
note. toe sllpper yar11 over tone 
(2) <4) ( 3 )· (2) 
sts.f'f melody gra:tn foul ball 
(2) (2) (.5) (1) 
barn s eed strike purl (.5) \5) (1) ( 3) 
catcher ballet tre.ctor (1} <4) ( 5) 
FDTAL INSTRUCTIOnS: In the upper·right corner of the face sheet, 
you will f'i:nd the numbers 1 and 2(1 In the space provided beeide 
the number 1 pleas e put the I.Q~ of the child whose nam.e appears 
on the test!! in the space provided beside the n1..1rilber 2 1 please put the chi1d.ls Average Reading Grade EquivilentQ 
"' 
,._f ... -;. ·-··---~ "·· -· ·--·----.. --- ...... .... __ 
'} 
... ____________ .. ________ ·--·--...-----------~-- ... · 
C.c ______ _ _ 
P..ge 
•
. ,,, " '"'1' c I"·!"' J,.'• Cl.J. I . .,_... ..._~_ School : ...... _ _____________ _ 
-'---
Gre.de 
~ 
Cccupa-t lon of Hothe:r• : ___ _ 
1., Do you enjoy r e ading? YES NO 
2o Ho·..s· m.any books, o·ther then scHool 'books; have you read ·in the past 
2 -r-.reeks? 
f' 
.) parb of' 1 1 2 3 4 
3 o Do :rou h.ave a. hobby- 01.., b.oboies? 
{circ_e one) 
Y~S 
· 4o If yes t-o m.m:.ber 3~ name tl em _ _..;., ___ _._ _______________ _ 
5o HoH many of' t~e 50 states in the tr.nited States have you s·lept in? _, __ ...__ 
-4-----
DIR.SC1r];011.§.~ If you ar•e a girl!, dra1i ~ ,circ·~.e 8.1"9U!ld the vro1 .. d ~irl in the 
uppe:t~ _._ef't f;Or:nA: .. of this page ; if a. bdy- circle tb.e ."?.2-4- .Jr5.te your 
f atb.er ;s and mother 1s oc .upation. { w]:tat they do for a l~ving}., Your 
-tee .. c her 't.JiJ.l help you vJi t :1 -this.. : , 
This test has seven sectionso ,.t:a_ch sect ion has a box i'llth five titles 
:tn i tq Some of t h ese tit es or activities you may take-pe.:~·i; in outside 
of schciolo BeleN the bo~ are .;5 words_., h:a.~h. of these· -vrords·. belongs to 
or1.ly . one t :i."tle" Unde:e .each ·wol"'d tP,ere ttr'e i"ive spaces ·nur:ubered like the 
titles in the box; 1 1 2 . 3- L~ 5., 
Lo oi.c at each tvord and try 
titles " Look at -;~he :m.unber of 
ii::U~ l in the spaec-1: m:o:nbered the 
to recogni~e it as belonging t o one of' the 
the ·title in t·rhich you think t he 11i•·ord belongs 
se.:n1e aa the titl~ you have p5.ckedo · 
: I -
Yo-l..l are 
sec~ :i.o :1',_, 
\ 
not expec-ted to recognize all bf the words in er-tch 
Here is a sample 't-Thich you may- do v.rith your "'ceacher!l 
'I -- ....__ .• • . l _L;:_E_a~~.:?al_:~.-~!tt:~si~ 3o .Knittlng 4<~ _D_an_c_i_n_g __ 5_a_F:.:...;_e._r __ m_i_ng_,_· I 
n ote 
. '(~ )' . • t.) '~"') \'' ) ~ 1.3 ) 4- . ::; 
sta~Cf 
'~ ) ( ~) (3) ( ~-) ( 5) 
:C'oul ball 
( ·; ''2\(J)()il ( r:' \ 
, -- j \ J 1 "'f' / • :;J i 
toe slipper 
( J~ ) { 2 ) ( 3 ) { Lf. ) ( 5 ) 
ba.rn. 
(1)(2) (3) (l.r- )(5) 
seed 
(1 ) ( 2) (3) ()_~) (.5) 
ballet 
{ '(2 "•' -:J'fl )'t::) \ l ) - ) \ .) J ' i~- I. ::; 
y o"t:wn. 6ye:t' · 
( 1) ( 2 ~ ( 3 ) 0+) ( -~ ) -tone (1) {2) (3) {4.) {5} 
melod:y 
(1) (2)'(3)(4)(5) 
gr•a.in 
( l ) ( 2 ) {3 ) ( 1.~ ) ( 5 } 
str-ike 
(1)(2) (3){}__~)(5) 
purl 
( 1 , ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( I~ ) ( 5 ) 
'tl"actor 
1) (2 )(3)(4.)(5 ) 
Be surs you ltnderstan d hm·r to do the test befo~ee yo1,i, s' a.rt ~ As soon 
as //'0':.. finish oc.e part of the test go right on. to the n ext;" 
• 
·-~---~---·----------~·- --,--. ·---·-··--·· .• 
' lo Basketball 2o Dancing 3o Printing 4o Farmi~~A~~_!UY _ 
practice barre 
(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) ( 5) 
crop rotation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
charging 
(L) (2) (3) <L!-) (.5) 
. galaxy 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
f ertil i ze 
(1 ) ( 2) (3) ( ~_) ( 5 ) 
arabesque 
(1)(2)(3) (4)(5 ) 
Satul ... n meteorites 
(1 ) (2 ) {3) (4) (.5 } (1) (2) {3) (4) (5 ) 
cultivate 
(1) (2 ) (3 ) Cl.r_) (5 } 
composing stick 
(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) 
r umba harrow 
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5 ) (1 ) (2) {3) (l~} (5) 
lo1-Jer case orbits 
( l)(2)(3)Ut-)(5 ) { 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4) ( 5} 
rebound sateli tes 
(1 ) (2) (3) (1+){5 ) (1) (2) (3) {4){5) 
peroue t t es 
l :t ) ( 2 ) { 3 ) < Lr.) ( 5) Gutenburg (1) (2) (3) Ur_) ( 5} 
backboard 
(1) (2) (3 ) (L~) (5) 
waltz 
(1) ( 2) (3) (L~) (.5) 
Ballet Russe 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5} 
lithograph . 
(1 )(2)(3)(4)"(5 } 
transplant 
(1 ) (2) (3) (1.~) (5) 
silo 
(1) (2) (3) (4)(5} 
solar sys -Gera. 
(1)(2)(3)(L~)(5) 
cross court 
(1)( 2)(3 )(4)( 5 ) 
Aurora Borealis 
(1 ) ( 2) (3) (4 ) (5 ) 
f ·dd.er 
( 1 tp ( 2 ) ( ;:; ) ( 4. ) ( ;; ) 
ouads 
(1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( ;: } 
irrigate 
c ) c 2 ) < 3 ) < 4 )( _s· ) 
l .:not:y-pe 
(1} (2) {3 ) (4 ) ( 5) 
dribble 
(1) {2) (3 ) (lt ) (:- } 
zoned de f ense 
(1)(2)(3)(~)(5 ) 
qu oins 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 1. ,. ) ( 5 ) 
sa:.rnba 
(1) ( 2)(3 )( 1+ )(5 ) 
~ Camping 
duffel bag 
2o Tennis _?_:_~am~ _ _?ol::ctir:g 14.o Art 5o - Airpl~~.J 
(1) (2 ) ( 3 ) (4) (5) r~>f~)<~t(4)(5) 1I)1~)t~)<4)(5 ) 7f)r~( 3 ) (l:-)(5 ) 
serve impressionism . 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) f; L~ ) ~ 5 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) .( 4J ( 5) fiPst issue (1 ) (2)(3)(4)(5 ) f' u.."3 elage ( 1 ) ( 2 ) { 3 ) ( ~- ) ( 5 
match poin t lean to 
(1)(2)(3 ) (4 ) (5) (1){2)(3)(4)(5} 
poncho 
( 1 )( 2 )( 3) {L~) 5) mess kit ( 1 ) (2)( 3 )(LJ.) (5 · 
p al ette stabilizer 
(1)'2)(3)(4)(5) (1)(2)(3)(1,_)(5} 
racket 
(1 ) (2) (3) (L~) (5 ) 
abstract 
1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( Lr-) ( 5 ·: 
h atchet guy rope 
~ 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( L~ ) ( 5 ) ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 1.~ ) ( 5 ) slice (1) (2) (3) (4_) (.5 ) Hat ermark (1) (2) ( 3 ) (4)(5 ) 
pontoons navigation 
"( 1 ) (2 ) (3) (L~) <5 . (1) (2) (3 ) (L~) (5) 
backhand 
(1 ) (2) (3) {4) (5) 
pas t els 
( 1 ) (2 )( 3) (L~)(5 ; 
Rembrandt tongs 
( 1 ) (. 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( lJ.) ( 5) trench (1) (2) (3) (L~) (.5) c ourt ( 1)( 2)(3) ~ L~) (5'J 
l i st of' approvals philatelist 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3 ) Ot ){ 5 ) < 1) ( 2) ( 3) UJ. )( 5) radar, (1)( 2 )(3) 0-~ ) ( 5 } set ( 1 )(2)(3) ( 4) :5 i 
approvals 
(1)(2)(3)(1.~)(5) 
Hona Lisa 
(1)(2)(3)UJJ ( 5 ) 
_ _.,. ..,,.. ' 7 _, ,. ,. • .. - ~ ~- • a.·,·-., • '-" _,._,.._ ~-- ..,.... "'"' . • , , • •- .. _,,_. '-'-'';;-;I ... • ........ ,.,... ... ' -~ •· • ~ •,' '""r.' • -;"';:: •• " 'T' V • • "- ~ ~.. -
·,:J , :. 'j -.~y ·;.) 1>-::-,-,- "='. -!··!i "s ·.l i:-'IA t al }i R~ -TL"'"'~d-t1'F ~ 1·p .-·he ··..,-;: -.. -~-. =~~: ··::: ,~._.,. ~ :!... --.-~· .. :::~~~= ~~ .. - ·.--~.::;~.,~~~~~....-.Z~~~..,.-: ··;_ ;~~::.-;-;·~~""-'•e ;.::. ;._ .,_:··::: ::.:~_:..,;L~ 
cold bei:-:;.d:lng 
• . ) (2 ) (J) (l_!_) (5) 
diese l 
( 1 ) ( ? ) ( -:J ', I 1 ) ' r ' ) •• •- , .) j \ L~ I, .') 
s older inG. ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( .3 )- ( Lr. ) ( :) ) 
Jpe:r;>e t te_ 
' ] \I -;J ' f •)'..(i )( r') ( - .: \ --~ ) \ .:· I L!- ~) 
an•.;;il 
( 1 ) r 2 ) c 3 ) -: r,_ ) c .s ) 
s irl}.;~~sr 
0re s t. 
( ] '· ( 2) ,' l \ (l.J. , (C: ' 
. · - ! .-' ) . ' / . 
f:tns 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) '.: L!-) { 5 } 
~t, err 9.r i 1J.Tt1 
! 1 ) ( 2 ) (.? ) ti.i.) ( 5 ) 
parre1lel turn 
' - ) ( ') ) ( .. , ., ' ' ) ( c:' ' \ j_ <'- ' ) ) \.L !- :;; ) 
galvan.lzed stave 
(I) ~2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 1) l2) ( 3) ( ~-) ( 5) 
bull Ss - eye mu.:rlatic acid 
(1 )(2)(3) (4 )(5) (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 ) 
me1odr&"Yla pullman 
(1) ( 2) (3) U~)(5) (l) (2} (3) (Lr_) 5 ) 
fly turntable 
(1)(2 )( 3){1_~)(5) (1)(2)(3)(4)(5) 
qrd ver s pin.ne r 
( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3 ) (}_~) ( 5) ( 1. ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ()~_) ( 5 ) 
semaphore signals backlash 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3 ) ( L!-) ( 5} (- ) ( 2) ( 3) ( t~) ( 5) 
s cenery · . fiberglass rod 
r 1 )( 2 ) { 3 , ([~ ) ( 5 ) ( - ) 2 ) ( 3 ) (1_~. ) { 5 ) 
pan.;:;,_,mine · 8.rx•o1o-r plate 
( 1){2,(3) (L!JC~) (l)r2)(3)(L~) 5) 
roundhouse 
1) (2) ( 3 ) 0+) (5) 
clu•isty 
( 1) '2) { 3) OtJ C 5) 
hura.\:s 
( 1) ~ 2 ) ( 3 ) ( L!-) ( 5) 
r i se 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( L!- ) ( 5 ) 
cha~r lift 
( l ) \ 2 ) ( 3 ) ( L!- ) ( 5 
brake lining 
(1) (2) {3) Ot.) (5 
tread5~ng 
{1 (2 ) (3 )( .'!-) (5) 
breas ·(~ s trolce 
·( 1) ( ;J \ ( 3) ( J, } ( ~ 'J'· 
- · J • , Y- _,.· 
·}hnss:l s 
·: 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( L~ ) ( 5 ) 
luz'e 
< ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) Ur. ) C5 ) 
ju.ra.p turn 
(1) ( 2) (J) { ~_) (5) 
eX::.haust -oipe 
( 1 ) { 2 ) ( 3) ( f!- ) < 5 ) 
:Lsnttion (L) \. 2 ) ( 3 ) (l_~ ) { 5 ) 
'Cr:t square 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 I ( 4) ( SQ) 
oil stove 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) (!_t-) ( 5) 
foliage 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( .3 ) ( ,_,_ ) { 5 ) 
surf boa.rcl 
( 1 ) ~ 2 ) ( 3 ) ( Lt- ) ( 5 ) 
sciss or kick 
(1) (2) (3) (L~) (5) 
00H~atcher 
(1 ! ?) {3)( L).(5) 
trage dy 
(1) ·:2) (3) ( 1.{_) (5 ) 
tiL~ -rinp-
(1) .2){3)(4)(5 ) 
~i)i;2Yr 31)f4)<5 :· 
ea. oose 
(1){2){3) h ) ( 5~ 
:foo-tlights 
(l) \2) ( 3) ( 1:. )((5) 
quill 
(1) ( 2) ( 3 } 0+) (.5) 
prologue . 
(1 ( 2) 3 J (4)(;:} 
chi"'el 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) c r,_) < 5 ) 
piston 
( 1 ) .: 2 ) ( 3 , ( L~ ) ( 5 ) 
naturalist 
(1) ( 2 ) (3) (L!_) (5) 
mig ate 
( l ) . 2 ) ( 3 ) ( u. ) ( 5 ) 
"'' • I 
A us ·i;:l"alis.n cra1..rl 
(1) \2 ){3) (~_ )(5) 
hydro:matic 
(l)t2)(3 ) (Lj_)(5) 
~..; al s cnu~:_.:.1•~ 
! -· ' ' ''· ·• • -, ) • I. .l ( ·-"• \ .L I \ c:: } 1, ;.J \ '-!- ' ~ :,:; i 
~~-cell 
(l) ~2) (3) (LL) CS) 
glc., ss f inish 
( 1 1 ( 2 ) ( 3 ) Ur.) < 5 ) 
pr i r!].e e o D. t 
{ '(.') {3' ' l )'-'~ l) 'r.:.., : L~ j( 
dou,r.;h 
( 1) ( 2 ) ( 3; Ui-) C~ ) 
dr oD k ic}: 
; 1 i ·t. ~) ) 1• -:1 • r 1 1 ) ( c; \ .. _ : .__ " -J I \ -~~ ; 
boor1 
( .. , .. ,..., ) ' " , I )( 5'"' \ 
.l ) \ C. I, _) ) , '-!- ' j 
pena:!.. ty b ·)X 
~ ) (2 \ t '.}\ ttl' (5J 
.1. - / ..)) , 4J . 
cente:t>bo&:r•d 
(:_) ( 2) ( J ) Jr.) ( 5) 
k e ytoa.r>d 
(1) (2) ( J)(~. ) ( )) 
mol ecu1os 
( .,; ,.~ ) ('' ) .' ! )(r' , 
.!.. ) ' ~ . :.; \ -\- _) l 
~p::·: ( t =- ~- 2:-l. . 
-( 1) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) U!-) ( 5 
cuaJ:--terback 
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